
A LITERARY CRITICISM OF WUTHERING HEIGHTS

The voices of protest were found in the 5th century Biswanath Mahapatra- Feminist Literary Criticism and Wuthering
Heights B.C. in Lysistrata, Aeschylus'.

Apart from him, Catherine and Hindley are also responsible for the mess. Furthermore, the fact that he is
dis-empowered and is characterized as the female puts more strain on his relationship with Catherine and
pushes them further apart. She explains "It would degrade me to marry Heathcliff now; so he shall never know
I love him" pg. The view of language becomes a topic of discussion in feminist criticism from French
feminists and feminist critics. Heathcliff is a dangerous but engaging character. Because of his marriage,
Catherine became so sick with jealousy and plain frustration that she ended up killing herself. I never thought
the book was narrated by two people and that it had a dramatic romance to it. Heathcliff is disempowered due
to him being dark skinned and "gipsy in aspect" pg. The marriage of Catherine and Edgar crushed Heathcliff
and brought out more inner demons. Wuthering Heights has attracted a large number of feminist critics due to
the autobiographical nature of the novel. He is equally offensive in his love and hatred. The main characters of
the novel reside in two opposing households: Thrushcross Grange and Wuthering Heights. His perceptions are
always to be questioned. That vision demonstrates that all human perception is limited and failed. The novel is
intensely engaging and while the agony of the two poor lovers can sometimes become deeply unsettling, it is
in the intensity of their longing which makes the appeal of the novel grow. The use of flashback for the major
part of the narrationâ€”it begins in medias resâ€”reminds the reader that he or she is seeing events out of their
natural order, recounted by two individuals whose reliability must be questioned. He is not eligible. The
beginning of the novel and indeed the most part of it is key in deciphering the story of Catherine Earnshaw. It
is another instance where feminist criticism thrives as having two marital names suggests that Catherine was
married twice at first glance. Rest all in the novel is painful and twisted beyond limit. Catherine begins life as
Catherine Earnshaw and Catherine Linton. Critics have argued that the rural and remote setting of Wuthering
Heights can be a representation of women's remote position from society and modern industry. Catherine is
the creator of feminism in the novel. Its appearance, both inside and out, is wild, untamed, disordered, and
hard. McKibben goes farther to explain that convention is "merely an accepted method of simplifying reality.
Lockwood who is being told the history of the Earnshaws, Heathcliff, and the Linton family by his
housekeeper, Ellen Dean Both questions are essentially based around Catherine's inability to choose between
two men. The atmosphere of Thrushhold Grange is that of normalcy and convention.


